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= -1.09 -0.02955 x log(l.ll x 10
7 ) 

= -1.09 -0.02955 X (0.0453 + 7) 

=-1.09-0.208 

= -1.298 V 

Q3.6: 

In the button cells widely used in watches and other devices the following reaction takes place: 

Zn1,1 --+ Zn:\,.., + 2e . �-0 76V 

Ag,0,,1+11,011,+2c ->2Ag1,1+2011 " . £"=0344V 

Determine M GJ and EJ for the reaction. 

Ans: 

Eo = 1.104 V 

We know that, 

= -2 X 96487 X 1.04 
= -213043.296 J 

= -213.04 kJ 
Q3.7: 

Define conductivity and molar conductivity for the solution of an electrolyte. Discuss their variation with 

concentration. 

Answer 

The conductivity of a solution is defined as the conductance of a solution of 1 cm in length and area of cross
section 1 sq. cm. Specific conductance is the inverse of resistivity and it is represented by the symbol K. If p is 
resistivity, then we can write: 

k = l 
p 

At any given concentration, the conductivity of a solution is defined as the unit volume of solution kept 
between two platinum electrodes with the unit area of cross-section at a distance of unit length. 

G = ky = k x 1 = k [Since a= 1, I= 1) 

When concentration decreases there will a decrease in Conductivity. It is applicable for both weak and strong 
electrolyte. This is because the number of ions per unit volume that carry the current in a solution decreases 
with a decrease in concentration. 

Molar conductivity -

Molar conductivity of a solution at a given concentration is the conductance of volume V of a solution 
containing 1 mole of the electrolyte kept between two electrodes with the area of cross-section A and 
distance of unit length. 



Am= kV

Molar conductivity increases with a decrease in concentration. This is because the total volume V of the 

solution containing one mole of the electrolyte increases on dilution. The variation of Am with Jc for strong 

and weak electrolytes is shown in the following plot : 

Q 3.8: 

E 
< 

•oo 

The conductivity of 0.20 M solution of KCI at 298 K is 0.0248 S cm-1. Calculate its molar conductivity 

Ans: 

Given, K = 0.0248 S cm-1 c 

= 0.20 M 

Molar conductivity, Am 
= kxlOOO

C 

= 124 Scm2mol·1

Q3.9: 

0.0248x1000 
0.2 

The resistance of a conductivity cell containing 0.001 M KCI solution at 298 K is 1500 Q. What is the cell 

constant if conductivity of 0.001 M KCI solutionat 298 K is 0.146 x 10-3 S cm-1 

Answer 

Given, 

Conductivity, k = 0.146 x 10-3 S cm-1 

Resistance, R = 1500 0 

Cell constant = k x R 

= 0.146 X ,0-3 
X 1500 

= 0.219 cm-1

Q3.10: 

The conductivity of sodium chloride at 298 K has been determined at different concentrations and the 

results are given below: 

Concentration/M 

102 x k/S m-1

0.001 0.010 0.020 0.050 0.100 

1.237 11.85 23.15 55.53 106.74 

Calculate /\m for all concentrations and draw a plot between /\m and c½. Find the value of 0 /\ m. 

Ans: 

Given, 

K = 1.237 x ,o-z S m-1, C = 0.001 M 

Then, K = 1.237 X 10-4 s cm-1, c'12 = 0.0316 M1I2 

A _ ls_ _ l.237x10 4
S cm 

1
X 

1000 cm 
1 

m - c - 0.001 mol L 1 L 

= 123.7 S cm2 mo1-1











i.e., 2 x 96487 C of charge deposit = 65.4 g of Zn

Therefore, 1295.43 C of charge will deposit 65.4x 1295.43
2x96487 

= 0.439 g of Zn 

Q3.17: 

Using the standard electrode potentials given in Table 3.1, predict if the reaction between the following is 

feasible: 

(i) Fe3+(aq) and I-(aq)

(ii) Ag+ (aq) and Cu(s)

(iii) Fe3+ (aq) and Br- (aq)

(iv) Ag(s) and Fe 3+ (aq)

(v) Br2 (aq) and Fe2+ (aq).

Ans: 

(i) 

(ii) 

lc'·
1 
.. 1+c ---+ l·c' 1_.] 2. r -+-0.77V 

211.,.1 > I_'◄" le; �--0.5-IV 

2fc' 1-.1+ 21,..i-----+lfcr •, ... +-l ,1; t ... •+02JV 

E' Is positive, �ncl! rl!actlon Is fl!asibl@. 

\g'
1
..,1 + c  --+;\"',1]x2 : ra+0,80V1Fe 

Cu1,1 -+ Cu!•
., 
,1 +2c � • -0.J-I V 

2A@'4,..1+ CuH---+21"1,,+Cu1•
1
.,: r-•+-0.46V 

E0 is positive, hence reaction is feasible. 

(iii) 

1c\
1 +c • lc1\

1 ]:ic2 ; L -t0.77V 

28r_� > Br:,,1 +- 2c : e- • 1.09 V 

2fc''1..,1• 28r 1 1-+2fc:'
1
,1andBr�1• r 0.32V 

E0 is negative, hence reaction is not feasible. 

(iv) 

A.ii,t ----+ Ag ..,, + e 

Fc\.,1 +c ---+ fc:•, .. , 
·- • c ....... 

, l.'•-0.SOV 

. f. •-+-0.77 I 

E0 is negative, hence reaction is not feasible. 

(v) 

E0 is positive, hence reaction is feasible. 

Q 3.18: 

llr_.i_" + 2c -.. 2Hr I• 1 : ,.,, ... •+1.09 V 

Fc,.
1.,.1-+ Fc'·,..,1+c] xl ; l:. .. •-0.77V 

Br 21. 1+:?rct•, ,- 21lr 1,.,1+ 21c'lo

1,..1 : ra,.()_JlV 

Predict the products of electrolysis in each of the following: 

(i) An aqueous solution of AgN03 with silver electrodes.

(ii)An aqueous solution of AgN03 with platinum electrodes.

(iii) A dilute solution of H2S04 with platinum electrodes.

(iv) An aqueous solution of CuCl2 with platinum 

electrodes.



Ans: 

(i) At cathode:

The following reduction reactions compete to take place at the cathode.

The reaction with a higher value of E0 takes place at the cathode. Therefore, deposition of silver will take place 
at the cathode. 

At anode: 

The Ag anode is attacked by N Ot ions. Therefore, the silver electrode at the anode dissolves in the 

solution to form Ag+. 

(ii) At cathode:

The following reduction reactions compete to take place at the cathode.

The reaction with a higher value of E0 takes place at the cathode. Therefore, deposition of silver will take place 
at the cathode. 

At anode: 

Since Pt electrodes are inert, the anode is not attacked by NOt ions. Therefore, OW or NOt ions can be 

oxidized at the anode. But OW ions having a lower discharge potential and get preference and decompose to 
liberate 02. 

(iii) At the cathode, the following reduction reaction occurs to produce H2 gas.

At the anode, the following processes are possible. 

For dilute sulphuric acid, reaction (i) is preferred to produce 02 gas. But for concentrated sulphuric acid, 

reaction (ii) occurs. 
(iv) At cathode:
The following reduction reactions compete to take place at the cathode.



The reaction with a higher value of takes place at the cathode. Therefore, deposition of copper will take place 

at the cathode. 

At anode: 

The following oxidation reactions are possible at the anode. 

At the anode, the reaction with a lower value of E0 is preferred. But due to the over potential of oxygen, Cl

gets oxidized at the anode to produce Cl2 gas. 
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